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Abstract – New structures of transverse flux linear
machines (TFM) are presented in this paper.
Starting from a new type of TFM the authors will
make a comparison between the proposed variants of
machines. Considering that the TFM is a relative
newcomer in the field of the special electrical
machines, it is important to approach this problem
from different points of view in order to see the
possible advantages of using this type of machine in
different applications. After analyzing the
performances of the above mentioned TFM some
conclusions will be drawn.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Until now several types of TFMs were presented,
all of them deriving from three main variants: one
with active rotor having permanent magnets in it, and
two structures with passive rotor. After closely
analyzing these variants and different linear machines
(especially the hybrid linear stepper motors) the
authors a new structure of transverse flux linear
machine has proposed. It is in fact a variable
reluctance machine of modular type. It is a
combination between a TFM with passive rotor and a
stator with permanent magnets on it and a hybrid
linear stepper motor. Beside this structure also a
variant without permanent magnets on the mover was
analyzed.

b) Transversal
Fig. 1. Magnetic flux orientation in electrical
machines.

The linear machine structure to be presented also
has the magnetic flux path transversal to the direction
of its movement. It was obtained by combining the
modular structure of the double salient permanent
magnet linear motor given in Fig. 2 with a linear
variant of a transverse flux machine with permanent
magnets (PMs) on the stator and passive rotor [2].

II. A NOVEL LINEAR TFM
The electrical machines have various topologies. In
general terms the iron core carries magnetic flux
around the windings of the machine in order to create
an electromotive force. The magnetic flux can pass in a
direction parallel, or mainly perpendicular to the
direction of motion (see Fig. 1). In the first case, the
machine is said to be longitudinal, and in the second
case transverse [1].

Fig. 2. The modular double salient PM linear motor.
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forces in a manner as in the case of the double salient
permanent magnet linear motor shown in Fig. 2 [2].
The proposed linear machine structure is in fact a
variable reluctance machine (linear transverse flux
reluctance machine LTFRM). Its movement is
possible only if the modules are shifted by a third of
the teeth pitch. Energizing the command coil of one
module its teeth will be aligned with the teeth of the
platen. By sequential feeding of the command coils
continuous linear movement of any direction can be
assured [3].
The detailed design procedure of the proposed
linear machine was presented in previous papers [3].
Here only the main dimensions of the sample
motor's modules are given. In Fig. 6 both the lateral
and frontal view of a module is given.

Fig. 3. The proposed modular linear machine.

The three-phase variant of the proposed linear
motor is given in Fig. 3. A three-phase (three modules)
variant was selected because of the easy
implementation of the control strategy on general
purpose three-phase power converters [3].
The iron core of the module is shown in Fig. 4. It is
very similar to that of the modular double salient
permanent magnet linear motor given in Fig. 2. The
single basic difference is that the poles of this variant
are toothed in the transverse direction [4].

Fig. 6. Main sizes of proposed linear TFM module
(lateral and frontal view)

III. 3D FEM ANALYSIS OF THE LINEAR TFM

Fig. 4. The iron core of the mover.

The working principle of the machine can be
understood upon Fig. 5 and it is identical with that of
the modular double salient permanent magnet linear
motor given in Fig. 2.

The designed structure of the proposed modular
linear machine was analyzed by means of threedimensional (3D) finite elements method based
numerical magnetic field computation.

Fig. 5. The working principle of the linear machine.

When the module is passive the flux generated by
the permanent magnet closes mostly inside the mover's
iron core. When the command coil is energized, the
magnetic flux produced by the winding practically
enforces the flux of the permanent magnet through the
air-gap, generating this way tangential and normal

Fig. 7. The analyzed LTFRM structure with PMs
on the mover.

As in any time moment only a single module is
active in the linear machine it was enough to analyze
only a single module and the portion of the stator under
it (as shown in Fig. 7).
The results of the field analysis are given in Fig. 8.
The distribution of the flux density in the machine both
in the case of the passive and active module is given.
The results completely prove the working principle of
the modular linear motors.

Table 1: Forces developed by the LTFRM with PMs on the
mover
Height of the core
branch

Tangential force

5 mm

5.13 N

11 mm

5.15 N

55.91 N

15 mm

5.1 N

56.93 N

Normal force
57.53 N

As a comparative situation it was considered the
case of the machine without PMs on the mover. The
obtained structure is presented in Fig. 8. As mentioned
for the previous linear transverse flux reluctance
machine (LTFRM with PMs), it is enough to analyze
only a single module and the portion of the stator under
it.
Command
coil
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Fig. 8. LTFRM without PMs

In this case the height of the so called core branch
has a very big significance over the tangential force
developed as we will show next. There were analyzed
three situations, the same cases like for the LTFRM
with PMs on the mover. The only dimension which
differs is the height of the so called before core branch,
all the geometrical values were maintained the same as
for the other structure. Also the magneto-motive force
of the coil used for the LTFRM without PMs has the
same value as before. The forces computed via 3D
FEM are presented in Table 2:
b) active module
Fig. 7. The flux density distribution obtained via 3D FEM
analysis for the LTFRM with PMs on the mover on the
mover

The maximum force is not obtained when the teeth
of one mover’s module are shifted with a third of a
teeth pitch. However, all the forces computed by FEM
here are obtained just for this situation.
On the basis of the studies formerly carried out by
the authors it could be stated out that the height of the
core branch should have a small influence on the
tangential and normal forces developed by the
machine. This conclusion is supported by the results
given in Table 1:

Table 2: Forces developed by the LTFRM without PMs on
the mover
Height of the core
branch

Tangential force

Normal force

5 mm

2.52 N

26.94 N

11 mm

4.8 N

51.53 N

15 mm

5.04 N

54.36 N

As it can be seen the forces are fairly equal for the
LTFRM with PMs for different height of the core
branch but differ consistently for the machine without
PMs with the variation of the core branch’s height. Also
it can be noticed that for the case of the LTFRM
without PMs having the iron core with the same
section in all its parts the forces are very close to the
ones obtained for the other variant of LTFRM.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
In the paper a new structure of a linear reluctance
transverse flux machine is presented. The machine
having modular construction is easy to be
manufactured and have relatively low production
costs, since the price of the permanent magnets have a
decreasing tendency. An important aspect concerning
the construction of this machine is that besides SMC,
for the iron poles can be used the classical steel sheets.
Its modular structure enables to easy adjust the
motor's performances to the user's requirements
without substantial changes in its basic structure. They
are simple to control by unipolar current pulses.
a)

LTFRM with core branch’s height of 5 mm
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b) LTFRM with core branch’s height of 11 mm

c) LTFRM with core branch’s height of 15 mm
Fig. 9. The flux density distribution obtained via 3D FEM
analysis for three structures of LTFRM without PMs on the
mover

The results obtained show the flux density
distribution in the three cases mentioned above. They
are exposed in Fig. 9. It can be noticed that for the first
two cases considered the flux density in the mover has
a non uniform distribution, which is reflected in the
value of the developed forces.
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